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Modeling Clays

Quantity discounts apply on
multiples of the same item

Oil-Based Modeling Clays

Modeling Tools & Materials

Permoplast is a plastic medium with 1,000 uses for
clay animators, stylists and hobbyists. Sulfur-free,
odorless, non-toxic, easily shaped, and non-drying.
Ideal for use in schools by young artists of all ages
and grade levels. You can mix colors of Permoplast to reach quantity break discounts.
12-23 @
24+ @
1-11 @
90055F............ Gray 1lb............................................... $6.15............... $4.92............. $4.31
90056G........... Brown 1lb............................................ $6.15............... $4.92............. $4.31
90058J............ Cream 1lb............................................ $6.15............... $4.92............. $4.31
5-9 @
10+ @
1-4 @
90075C............ Gray 5lb.............................................$29.10............. $23.28.............$20.37
90076D............ Brown 5lb..........................................$29.10............. $23.28.............$20.37
90078F............ Cream 5lb..........................................$29.10............. $23.28.............$20.37
.........................

Air-Dry Self-Hardening Clays

Marblex and its terra cotta counterpart, Mexican Pottery clay, are moist and ready to use for
anything from sculpting to wheelthrowing. Knead them to increase their plasticity before use.
Allow your finished pieces to dry slowly and evenly on all sides at room temperature, and away
from heat, until hard. When completely dry, finished pieces are durable but not waterproof.
After decorating, it’s a good idea to coat them shellac or varnish to seal it and make it waterresistant. DO NOT FIRE. NEVER USE FOR FUNCTIONAL WARE.
47336W.........Marblex 5lb (White)
48652C.........Mexican Pottery 5lb (Red)
.......................1 - 5 @................ $16.10
.......................6 - 11 @.............. $12.88
.......................12+ @................. $11.27

47340B..........Marblex 25lb (White)
48653D.........Mexican Pottery 25lb (Red)
.......................1 @..................... $43.45
.......................2 @..................... $34.76
.......................3+ @................... $30.42

Sculpey
Products
Original
Sculpey is soft
and pliable,
and it will not
dry out when
exposed to air.
After baking it
can be sanded,
drilled, carved
and painted
with waterbased acrylic paints. Super Sculpey features
fine tooling and detailing workability. It
doesn’t “fill in” after tooling, so it’s frequently
used for prototypes intended for moldmaking.
Original Sculpey
CL305.............. White, 1¾lb..............0$13.00
CL306.............. White, 8lb.................0$52.00
CL307.............. White, 24lb...............$145.00
CL305T............ Terra Cotta, 1¾lb.....0$13.00
Super Sculpey
CL311.............. 1 pound....................0$15.00
CL312.............. 8 pounds..................$105.00
CL313.............. 24 pounds................$275.00
Sculpey Multi-Pack
Ten bright, vivid colors.
CL111.............. 1lb package.............0$20.00
Sculpey Diluent Agent
Works with all polymer clays
SD1.................. 1 ounce....................00$5.00

Sculpting Media
SCULPTAMOLD models like clay and
sets up plaster-hard in 30 minutes.
SC3A............3lb.................. 0$9.30

SC3A

Friendly Plastic Pellets

Plaster Gauze Rolls

For masks, mold backing, foundations
and parts of sculptures: there’s no end
to the hundreds of uses for this versatile
tape. Measures 4” x 15 feet.
50081K
1-5 rolls @........
6-11 rolls @.....
12-31 rolls @...
32-63 rolls @...
64+ rolls @......

Easy-to-use modeling pellets that soften in
warm water for sculpting or pressing into
molds.
70249A............ 1.4 ounces...............00$6.95
70250F............ 7 ounces................... $18.95

$5.00 ea
$4.00 ea
$3.50 ea
$3.00 ea
$2.50 ea
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